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Date & Time Date & TimeIncident Type Location StatusReported Occurred

6/5/2006

PAINE HALL
6/5/06 6/5/06 3 KIRKLAND STTRESPASS WARNING CLOSED0:58 AM 0:58 AM  - 1:18 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officer observed two individuals acting suspiciously in the area. Officer then observed one of the individuals touching a 
bicycle. When asked if the bicycle belonged to the individual they replied in the negative. The individual was then run   
for wants/warrants with negative results and sent on their way with a Trespass Warning for all of Harvard University      
property.                                                                                                                 

GILBERT HALL B
6/5/06 6/5/06 64 LINNAEAN STASSAULT REPORT ARREST2:12 AM 2:12 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report of a possible assault that had just occurred. Officers arrived and spoke to the           
individuals involved. One individual stated that they came home to find an individual sleeping on the floor in their room.
The individual then attempted to wake the individual that was sleeping. They awoke and  became confrontational, yelling   
and striking the individual. The individual was then placed under arrest.                                                 
Update 6/5/06: The individual was given a Trespass Warning for all of Harvard University property.                        
                                                                                                                          
Name: Thomas,Matthew  Age: 22                                                                                             
Address: 802 Merridale Blvd                                                                                               
Mount Airy, MD                                                                                                            
Charge(s): A&B Domestic Abuse                                                                                             
B&E Night w/intent to commit a felony                                                                                     
Destruction of property, Malicious -$250                                                                                  

6/5/06 6/5/06 1306 MASSACHUSETTS AVEASSIST CAMBRIDGE POLICE CLOSED5:10 AM 5:10 AM CAMBRIDGE
Officers dispatched to a report of suspicious activity. Officers arrived, along with CPD and spoke with the reporting     
party who stated that they observed an unknown individual climbing through the bathroom ceiling. Officers conducted a     
search of the area with negative results and after further investigation, report it was impossible for anyone to have     
climbed through the ceiling.                                                                                              




